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	Perl 5 by Example, 9780789708663 (0789708663), Que, 1996

	With thousands of sites popping up on the Internet each week, this is the perfect time to stock up on beginning-level books for Internet programming! Readers will learn how to handle CGI and Internet programming!
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New Insights in Medical MycologySpringer, 2007

	The aim of this book is to give an in-depth assessment of our current understanding of the Biology of the main fungal pathogens and how they interact with the host’s immune response. Each chapter focuses on a specific fungal pathogen or group of pathogens, and examines their biology and the factors that allow the fungus to colonize and...


		

Microsoft ®  Office 2007 Business IntelligenceMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Microsoft Office has been the standard against which all other integrated office products have been measured since 1995. Throughout the years, we’ve watched Office, as everyone now knows it, go from being a somewhat simplistic word processor and spreadsheet to include capabilities such as desktop publishing, sophisticated e-mail and schedule...

		

The Moscow Puzzles: 359 Mathematical RecreationsScribner, 1977
This book has been a classic in the former Soviet Union since  it was first published in 1956, and it remains just as entertaining  today. A master at making math fun for his high school students, Boris  Kordemsky loaded this clever collection with a wide variety of math  and logic related games and puzzles dealing with magic squares, tricky...




	

Building Minecraft Server ModificationsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Discover how to program your own server plugins and augment your Minecraft server with Bukkit


	Overview

	
		Create your own Minecraft server mods
	
		Set up a Bukkit server that all your Minecraft friends can play on
	
		Step by step instructions guide you through the creation of several...



		

BlackBerry Java Application Development: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	The book teaches how to write rich, interactive, and smart BlackBerry applications in Java. It expects the readers to know Java but not Java Mobile or the BlackBerry APIs. This book will cover UI programming, data storage, programming network, and Internet API apps. As we move on, you will learn more about the BlackBerry’s device...


		

Simulation and Optimization in Finance: Modeling with MATLAB, @Risk, or VBAJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An introduction to the theory and practice of financial simulation and optimization
	
		In recent years, there has been a notable increase in the use of simulation and optimization methods in the financial industry. Applications include portfolio allocation, risk management, pricing, and capital budgeting under uncertainty.
...
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